The Jesse Jackson style: militant but nonviolent

Black Hope
White Hope

by JOHN PEKKANEN

On Saturday mornings, just before 10, Jesse Jackson, 28 years old, ambles onstage at Chicago's Capitol Theater for the weekly broadcast of Operation Breadbasket. Resplendent in turtle-neck and bell-bottoms, he strides to the podium and the audience of 4,000, mostly well-dressed black women, rises. Ben Branch's gospel band reverberates with "Hard Times," the Breadbasket choir belts out the words, and there is rhythmic applause. Jackson gives a palm-down signal and the audience sits, and he offers a prayer, his reverence real and moving.

Then he preaches—often on the economic disparity between rich and poor and what may be required to end it. "They talk about America being a melting pot, but it is more like a vege..."
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Jesse Jackson has been hailed both as the great white hope because he is successfully pursuing economic parity for blacks. Nothing exemplifies this success better than the A&P fight Operation Breadbasket waged in Chicago.

It began in July 1968, when staff members of Breadbasket, making their periodic check of businesses in the black areas of Chicago, found that A&P was not complying with its 1967 pledge to hire 770 blacks. When negotiations between A&P and Breadbasket broke down, the alarm to boycott was sounded. The word not to buy at A&P went out to black Chicago from the pulpits of the more than 100 black churches that form Breadbasket’s organizational network.

Within a few weeks all of the 40 A&P stores in black Chicago were being picketed. A group of 900 sympathetic whites from the wealthy suburbs that stretch from Evanston to Highland Park joined in the boycott and picketed, hitting an additional 60 stores in white areas. Half the A&P stores in metropolitan Chicago were under siege.
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"It was a process," Jackson recalls, "of squeezing a company's vitals, and a company's vitals is its profit margin."

After 14 weeks, its sales down substantially, A&P capitulated. The "covenant" it signed with Breadbasket was enormous in scope. Beside providing for the hiring of hundreds of black employees, it requires A&P stores in black neighborhoods to use black janitorial, extermination and garbage-collection services; to give prominent shelf display to black products such as Mumbo Barbecue Sauce and Joe Louis Milk; to use black contractors for construction of new stores in black areas; the use of black media to advertise; the hiring of a black public relations firm; the promise of investment in black banks; the creation of "sensitivity seminars" for A&P executives to attune them to the racial situation; and, finally, a monthly meeting between Breadbasket and A&P to assure compliance. "It was," Jackson says, "a historic document for black people." An A&P spokesman will say only that Breadbasket took too much credit for it.

The Chicago branch of Operation Breadbasket was formed in February 1966. For two years prior to that, Jackson, after graduating from North Carolina's A&T College at Greensboro, was a student at the Chicago Theological Seminary and also worked part time for the Coordinating Council of Community Organizations (CCCO), a loose-knit coalition of civil rights organizations which became the local base for Martin Luther King's Chicago Freedom Movement.

In January of 1966, when King came to Chicago, he urged the 60 ministers who were a part of CCCO to begin a local Breadbasket program. The Breadbasket idea, which had enjoyed moderate success in gaining jobs for blacks in Atlanta, was based on the concept of "selective buying," a tactic used effectively in the early '60s by the Reverend Leon Sullivan in Philadelphia. The Chicago ministers quickly put the organization together and suggested Jackson, with whom they had worked, as its director. King had observed Jackson's work in civil rights causes, was impressed with him and approved of the appointment. Jackson, tired of "Bible stories," was attracted by the idea of action rather than contemplation and left the seminary several months short of graduation.

"What I feared then, and what I still fear," he says, "is that black power would remain at the level of psychological self-esteem. That we would stop with new hair styles instead of striving onward for new life styles." With Jackson as its director, Breadbasket began functioning in Chicago and was taken under the organizational umbrella of King's Southern Christian Leadership Conference. Jackson brought his tactical skill to bear by relying heavily on the black church, still the most vital institution in the black community, as the basis of Breadbasket's structure—and Breadbasket soon got results. Dairies were boycotted that spring because, Jackson explains, "milk can't sit too long," and soft drink companies were hit in the summer, the peak season.

In August 1967, King tapped Jackson to be national director of Operation Breadbasket, an organization with branches similar to Chicago's in 15 cities. By then, Breadbasket's reputation had become so firmly established in Chicago that many ghetto businesses capitulated merely at the threat of boycott. Today, after three years in Chi-
Breadbasket has obtained more than 4,000 jobs directly and an estimated 10,000 by indirect influence, and has brought black businessmen good markets for their products. "We dare any cat in the ghetto to take us on," Jackson will say. "We'll destroy him."

Nevertheless, Breadbasket has had and continues to have many internal troubles. From the beginning, the more militant black members were resentful of Jackson's key use of white people, many of whom Jackson brought with him from the seminary. Jackson sympathized with their objections but fought vigorously to keep Breadbasket integrated, and at a showdown threatened to resign if the "all-black" faction prevailed. He won. There has been some friction between Breadbasket's black businessmen and ministers. As one businessman put it, "The ministers just don't seem to consult us much and seem to forget at times that we're supplying a lot of the money to keep them going." But, though there are now more than 300 businessmen in Breadbasket, they accept the fact that the ministers are running the show.

There is also resentment of Jackson himself, largely from older staff members who see him usurping all the glory while they do much of the grunt work. One particularly embittered staff member grumbles: "Why do you think he's able to jet around the country giving speeches and going on television? It's because of us. I've worked and sweated 12 and 14 hours a day for years for my people, and he gets all the credit." But Breadbasket's assistant director, Rev. Calvin Morris, who gave up pursuit of a doctorate to join Breadbasket, says, "The genius of Jesse's leadership is that he is big enough to get people to work for him who are sharp themselves."

Jackson shrugs off this criticism, but there is one longstanding criticism of Breadbasket that truly bothers him. It is the charge that Breadbasket helps the black middle class and that the people who truly need help, the hardcore poor, are being ignored; that the jobs Jackson has gained have gone to those who can hold jobs; and that the black products he has helped sell brought profits to men already comfortable. "Jesse tries to shrug off the middle-class label they stick on Breadbasket," says one friendly critic. "But even though it isn't completely true, it bothers him. He'll say that the middle class provides the leaders, so you have to begin there. I think it was a big reason for his hunger drive this spring."

The hunger drive, in May, was part of the second phase of the Poor People's Campaign begun in Resurrection City in 1968. While the drive failed to rouse the national conscience as Jackson hoped it would, it did succeed in influencing the Illinois legislature in Springfield to accept
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two of its four major demands. The first was a free-lunch program for poor schoolchildren. The second, on which Jackson had only slight effect, was to place a higher tax levy on corporations than on individuals under a new state tax law passed by the legislature.

Jackson's maneuvering during the hunger campaign left no doubt that he is far and away the most astute black political leader in the state, perhaps in the nation. Dealing with the entrenched political leadership in Springfield, he was able to shift effortlessly from the area of economics and civil rights protest to politics and self-promotion. Early in the hunger drive, the conservative speaker of the Illinois House, Representative Ralph Smith (now U.S. senator), introduced a bill to cut the state welfare budget by $1.25 million, or about $15 per person per month. Declaring the bill "open warfare against poor people," Jackson quickly arranged for 3,000 people to protest at the capitol in Springfield. The day they arrived from Chicago, Jackson met privately with Governor Richard Ogilvie, who admitted Smith's bill was bad and indicated to Jackson he would see to it that it was killed. Aware of the value of a public victory for himself and the hunger drive, Jackson answered that if the bill were to be killed, he would help kill it, and the execution would not be in the quiet confines of the governor's office. The next day Jackson appeared to testify before the entire House on Speaker Smith's bill. Rather than testify, he delivered a sermon that attacked the bill and decried the plight of the poor. It was a masterful show, with Jackson exerting total control over the gallery, which was packed with his followers. Many legislators resented his take-over of their chamber. One of them, a Republican known for his backlash sentiments, was so incensed he muttered obscenities and repeatedly kicked the wall until two fellow legislators quieted him.

Jackson had given his speech and captured the headlines. But almost ignored in the drama was the fact that Smith's bill, now dead, had been killed before Jackson ever entered the House that day. Earlier that morning, Smith publicly read a letter from Governor Ogilvie, a close personal friend, which said that the state could meet its welfare budget without the proposed cut. In a move unprecedented for a speaker, Smith withdrew the bill. Not surprisingly, however, Jackson was publicly hailed as the man who forced Smith to back down. The response from black people around the state was enormous; Jackson could no longer be fairly labeled as a man who fought only for the black middle class. A welfare mother marching in a Jackson-led hunger march in Peoria spoke for many: "If they cut the welfare it would have killed me and my kids. But Reverend Jackson wouldn't let them do it."

Through his politicking (he calls it "wheelin' and dealin' ") during the hunger drive, Jackson's influence spread into other areas. None is more obvious than his new stature with many of the 18 black state legislators, 17 of whom are from Chicago. He has helped prod them toward greater militancy and increasing separation from the Democratic machine that gives them their political life. Many of them consult Jackson about strategy. In early June several held a secret midnight meeting with Jackson in which they unveiled a plan to stage a filibuster. The next day it was held, dramatizing the need for jobs and also drawing atten-
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After Martin Luther King was shot, nationally syndicated columnists called for Jackson to assume the presidency of SCLC. This was impossible, for, as one high-ranking SCLC board member later explained: "If anybody but Ralph Abernathy had taken over, the organization would have been in a shambles, because no one would have followed Jesse or any of the younger ones. We always fought like hell over things, and Dr. King and Ralph were the only two with enough stature to arbitrate them."

Fulfilling King's wish, Reverend Ralph Abernathy became the new leader of SCLC, but there were soon rumors of intramural intrigues, with Jackson always in the picture.

There were reasons for the rumors, the strongest being Jackson, despite all the disclaimers and denials, really doesn't respect Abernathy's leadership. (Jackson gave Abernathy this backhanded compliment: "Ralph says all the right things. So what if he doesn't say them well?")

There was also a bitter fight between Jackson and the volatile Hosea Williams over the mayoralty of Resurrection City last summer. Jackson was appointed by Abernathy to the job, but Williams took it over, and the resultant clash exasperated Abernathy and strained his relations with Jackson, who was reassigned and left the camp before the summer ended.

The fact is that, since the 1965 Selma march, SCLC has not scored a major success other than Breadbasket, and this raises the question of who needs whom more. Should the two organizations go their separate ways, Jackson would be hurt little. The chances are, however, that he will stay with SCLC—his loyalty to Martin Luther King is stronger than his lack of enthusiasm for Abernathy.

With Chicago's black middle class already largely committed to him and a solid footing now in the long-ignored, hangar-driven black underclass, Jackson has created a Chicago constituency that is cohesive, responsive and self-reliant. He has broadened his scope considerably. He is virtually on a national speaking tour all the time. He is also a major catalyst in the black protest against the construction unions in Chicago. A Chicago reporter who has watched him for several years observes: "Jesse is the man right now. He's moving in many directions, creating for himself the kind of power base in the black community that Daley has in the white community: a broad appeal to all factions and recognition that he's the one to come to when you want something done."

Jackson has offered Mayor Richard Daley's power, not merely by welding his own constituency but by working
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Continued: to erode Daley's. In the 1968 gubernatorial election, Jackson, to everyone's great surprise, endorsed the Republican, Ogilvie, rather than Daley's candidate, the incumbent Governor Samuel Shapiro, who was considered a liberal. Ogilvie won. "Ogilvie is a pharaoh," Jackson explains, "but Daley is a pharaoh's pharaoh. I wanted to split Daley's power—sort of divide and conquer. Before, to get to the governor, you had to work down from Daley. Now we go directly to the governor."

"Daley isn't afraid of Jesse because Daley isn't afraid of anybody," says one Illinois politician. "But he would do his damnedest to avoid a head-on clash." It is a fact that Daley pays Jackson grudging respect by meeting promptly with him when Jackson demands a meeting, a tacit recognition that Jackson at least must be tolerated despite Daley's dislike for him.

Jackson has stature and he knows it, but there are times when he seems insensitive to its implications. He can weep openly at the sight of a malnourished child, as he did recently during a bus tour of Rockford, and then arrive for the next tour in Peoria in a rented Cadillac limousine, courtesy of SCLC, and appear oblivious when eyebrows are raised. He is vain almost to the point of narcissism, unable to resist peeking at himself in every mirror he passes. He once ordered his car stopped in traffic and told an aide to fetch him a copy of TIME magazine when he was there was a story about him appearing. He has demonstrated little capacity for self-criticism, he calls criticism from others "unfair," and he labels praise as "the truth." These are troublesome but not fatal flaws, and Jackson will acknowledge that he might have shortcomings. "It ain't nothing new," he'll tell you, "for God to speak through imperfect people."

Jackson talks with black legislators at Springfield statehouse.